WEF Residuals and Biosolids Committee Meeting
Specialty Conference Subcommittee
Specialty Conference 2009
Oregon Convention Center
Portland, OR
Tuesday, May 5, 2009
4:00 - 5:30 pm
Room A109
Greg Woodward, Chair
AGENDA
1.

Introduction & Welcome

2.

Review of Minutes from 2008 Chicago WEFTEC Specialty Conference Meeting

3.

2009 Portland Specialty Conference Update – Steve Wilson / Lara Hughes

4.

2010 Savannah Specialty Conference Update – John Willis / Lara Hughes
Call for Abstracts
• Date for Conference: May 23-26, 2010
• RBC Committee Participation – what will be needed / wanted
• Planning Schedule
• WEF Coordination / Contract
•

5.

Review of Proposed Conference Sites and Selection Process – Greg Woodward
The following conference sites have been identified:
Location
Sacramento, CA
Boston, MA

Year
May 22-25, 2011
April 15-18, 2012

Chair
Mike Moore / Bob Gillette
Richard Tsang

•

We need to discuss the location of the Boston Conference, the dates and
availability of the hotel space for the conference members

•

Revised date is 2012; April 12-15 – discuss consequences and changes.

Phoenix, Arizona

2013

TBD

Louisville, Kentucky

2014

TBD

Virginia Beach, VA

2015

TBD

Michigan

2016

TBD

6.

WEFTEC Technical Program Committee Coordination Report – M. Moore /T. Williams

7.

RBC Specialty Conference Programs Subcommittee – Greg Woodward
The program committee includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research and Development – Sudhir Murthy; Jim Smith
Hot Topics – Ruth Roxburgh, Bill Toffey, Mike Scharp
Regional Issues – Chair’s Selection
Thermal Process (potential two sessions) – Jim Welp, Ben Wester, Bob Williamson
Marketing of Biosolids Products – Bob Pepperman, John Donovan
Biosolids Case Studies Stories – Dick Christy, Lita Laven, Lori Stone, Todd Williams,
John Hoff, Dave Brewer
Stabilization Technologies and Digestion (two sessions) – K. Richard Tsang, Dave
Oerke, Michele Hetherington, Dick Schlemmer, John Willis, Gary Newman
Management & Economic Competitiveness – Lynne Moss
Environmental Management Systems – Pete Machno, Mike Moore
Politics and Public Acceptance – Steve Frank
Land Application Systems – Steve Wilson, Mike Scharp, David Quarles
Odor Control – Matt Higgins
International – Tim Shea
Manufacturers Forum – Paul Christy
Industrial – Steve Constable
Regulatory Issues – Bob Bastian
Thickening and Dewatering Technologies – Bob Gillette, Todd Warrix, Jim Medlock
Facility Tours – Chair
Social Events – Dick Christy, Mark Lang
Ag Residuals – Kari Fitzmorris
Sustainability – Bill Toffey, John Willis, Greg Woodward
Opening General Session – Chair

We will discuss the responsibilities of these members and how they are to integrate with
the committees that are formed for the planning of each specialty conference. The goal
will to establish the program committee directives and provide a written document to the
chair of each year’s conference of the resource that is available to them.
•
8.

Development of Written Procedures

RBC Co-sponsorship Update – Greg Woodward
•

Partnering Opportunities
o IWA – Already co sponsoring the 2010 conference in Savannah
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
9.

ASCE
APWA
Air & Waste Management
U.S. Composting Council
Biocycle
American Society of Agronomy
NACWA
ASME Incineration Group
Farm Bureaus
Air Quality Organizations

Member Associate Specialty Conference Contracts – Greg Woodward / Susan Merther
•

Update on procedures

10.

Other Old Business – Greg Woodward

11.

New Business – Greg Woodward

12.

Schedule of Next Meeting – WEF 2009 WEFTEC Specialty Conference (Orlando, FL)
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WEF Residuals and Biosolids Committee Meeting
Specialty Conference Subcommittee
Meeting Notes
1.

Introduction & Welcome

2.

Review of Minutes from 2008 Chicago WEFTEC Specialty Conference Meeting
There were no comments or changes to the meeting minutes.

3.

2009 Portland Specialty Conference Update – Steve Wilson / Lara Hughes
Lara Hughes provided a breakdown of the conference registration. That breakdown is
shown below:
370 Professional Registration for conference – 257 Full conf
182 Exhibitors
552 Total
There were a number of comments regarding the conference. Steve Wilson provided an
overview of the changes that were made from previous conferences. The conference
committee had elected to reduce the total number of papers that were presented and
focused on being more selective to papers that were of „higher quality‟. General
comments provided by those in attendance noted that they were pleased with the
conference program.
The preconference workshops were set up to be a „full day‟ rather then the half day
workshops of past conferences. There also was positive feed back from the workshop
attendees.
The Monday evening social function had a very good turnout. There were 71 tickets
sold for the event. There were corporate sponsors for this event which generated
approximately $6,500. Steve noted that if this practice were to continue that there would
be a way to reduce costs of the event by the corporate sponsorships. This would be
difficult when establishing an event sufficiently in advance and selecting a menu for the
event. The way the sponsorships were used this year was to offset the cost of the drink
during the event. The cost on a per person basis this year was approximately $115.
Additionally Steve noted that there were notable absences at the conference of many of
the typical attendees from the larger treatment facilities in the northwest. This was noted
as being due to budget cuts, out of state or other travel restrictions. It was a general
feeling that the reduced attendance was primarily from the effects of the economy rather
then any other aspect.
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Greg noted that Steve Wilson and his group of conference planners should be
commended for all of the hard work that went into the preparation of the conference.
Those in attendance agreed.
4.

2010 Savannah Specialty Conference Update – John Willis / Lara Hughes
The Call for Abstracts has been drafted and will be produced and distributed shortly.
The dates for the conference are confirmed as May 23-26, 2010. The theme for this
conference will be Leveraging Biosolids in the Energy Climate.
The contract between WEF and the GWEA is still needing to be finalized.
This is going to be a joint conference with IWA. WEF is still in the processing of
finalizing that contractual arrangement. At this time there is no revenue sharing being
requested by the IWA. It was also noted that due to economic conditions there may be a
difficulty with members from other countries to attend this conference. A question of
honorariums was asked. There is a small budget set up for honorariums and this budget
is typically used for those speaking at the Opening General Session.
The determination of how the abstracts / program will be developed has not been
finalized. Whether the IWA group will have separate tracks or have the abstracts /
presentations mixed into other tracks have yet to be determined.
Lara will updating and providing John with a planning schedule. The schedule will
identify critical dates and milestones for the planning committee.
At this time John doesn‟t need additional help and noted that when that time comes he
will solicit the committees help.
There was a question about preconference workshops. The question pertained to the
submittal deadline for the workshop abstract. It was determined that the Preconference
workshop deadline needs to be part of the Call for Abstract (CFA) and have the same
deadline as the CFA.
During the meeting there were many comments regarding the need for a more broad
and more frequent communication / marketing of the conference. It appeared that the
2009 conference had a limited marketing campaign relative to other years. Lara noted
that WEF staff noted a reduced attendance and worked on both placing phone calls to
past participants and sending personal emails to those who had signed up in the past.
From this conversation it was noted that there is a WEF communication, “Water Log”,
that is to be providing a lot of the information WEF is trying to put out in one location.
There were many in the meeting that noted they had never seen this email. Lara will
check on the distribution of this communication.
John noted that he has some really good people on the planning committee and very
good involvement is happening. They are talking about how to include the Carolina and
Florida MA‟s.
John has asked about having a „really young‟ professionals event as part of the
conference. This may include somehow involving kids either at the elementary or middle
school levels. There was a little concern about the elementary level but there are no
details about what this might include at the time of the meeting.
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John has requested that the application form for the conference have some form of
demographic check for a YP individual. This will help identify who and how many YP‟s
are to be attending the conference.
5.

Review of Proposed Conference Sites and Selection Process – Greg Woodward
The following conference sites have been identified:
Location
Sacramento, CA
Boston, MA

Year
May 22-25, 2011
April 15-18, 2012

Chair
Mike Moore / Bob Gillette
Richard Tsang

From the last meeting there has not been anything done towards getting Boston
finalized. It was understand that from the meeting that since the costs were so high that
pursuing Boston for 2012 was not the direction of the committee. This was discussed
again and the intention of the committee was to solicit once again a proposal from
Boston to determine available dates and costs for holding the conference in Boston.
The last time the proposal was provided from Boston the room rates were projected to
be $302 / night.
To follow up on an alternative location should Boston be too expensive or not have a
very favorable response in some other manner, WEF staff were asked to obtain a
proposal from Providence, Raleigh and Virginia Beach.
There was discussion about Cambridge which was noted as not having sufficient space
for the vendor expo.
It was noted that there is the Collections conference to be held in Raleigh and staff
would like to provide comment on that issue should the dates be close together. The
intent is to not pull away from one conference those who might attend knowing another
conference will be there that same year.
Sam made a suggestion that when selecting sites for future conferences we focus on
locations that are very near to college or universities to try and provide greater
opportunities for student / YP involvement and attendance.
Further dates are:
Phoenix, Arizona
Louisville, Kentucky
Virginia Beach, VA
Michigan
6.

2013
2014
2015
2016

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

WEFTEC Technical Program Committee Coordination Report – M. Moore /T. Williams
Todd / Mike reported that evidence of the economic slowdown that has affected this
conference‟s attendance is showing up in the abstract submittals for WEFTEC. There is
a reduced number of abstracts submitted for WEFTEC.

7.

RBC Specialty Conference Programs Subcommittee – Greg Woodward
There are some changes to the program committee members. Those changes are
shown in italics below:
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The program committee includes:
Research and Development – Sudhir Murthy; Jim Smith
Hot Topics – Tim Shea, Bill Toffey, Mike Scharp
Regional Issues – Chair‟s Selection
Thermal Process (potential two sessions) – Jim Welp, Ben Wester, Bob Williamson
Marketing of Biosolids Products – Bob Pepperman, John Donovan
Biosolids Case Studies Stories – Dick Christy, Lita Laven, Lori Stone, Todd Williams,
John Hoff, Dave Brewer
Stabilization Technologies and Digestion (two sessions) – K. Richard Tsang, Dave
Oerke, Michele Hetherington, Dick Schlemmer, John Willis
Management & Economic Competitiveness – Lynne Moss
Politics and Public Acceptance – Steve Frank
Land Application Systems – Steve Wilson, Mike Scharp, David Quarles
Odor Control & Pathogens Issues – Matt Higgins
International –
Manufacturers Forum – Paul Christy
Regulatory Issues – Bob Bastian
Thickening and Dewatering Technologies – Bob Gillette, Todd Warrix, Jim Medlock
Facility Tours – Chair
Social Events – Dick Christy, Mark Lang
Ag Residuals / Industrial – Kari Fitzmorris, Matt Higgins
Sustainability / Renewable Technologies / EMS – Bill Toffey, John Willis, Greg
Woodward, Sam Hadeed, Mike Moore
Microconstituents – Todd Williams, Steve Wilson, Scott Carr, George O‟Connor
Opening General Session – Chair
We will discuss the responsibilities of these members and how they are to integrate with
the committees that are formed for the planning of each specialty conference. The goal
will to establish the program committee directives and provide a written document to the
chair of each year‟s conference of the resource that is available to them.
Through discussions with a number of members of the committee we are looking for
ways to begin to integrate / solicit young member involvement into the committee. From
a meeting that Todd Williams, Kari Fitzmorris and Greg Woodward had with the WEF YP
Chair it has been impressed upon us that creating specific tasks that a YP can assist
with or complete on their own is a very simple and effective method of engaging YP‟s.
Based upon this direction it was determined that each group listed above will be
responsible for searching out and engaging a YP to aid in the process of reviewing and
scoring abstracts for the 2010 conference.
Greg will send an email to each of the members on the committees listed above to solicit
each group‟s selection of an YP.
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8.

RBC Co-sponsorship Update – Greg Woodward
The groups listed below are groups which our committee members have identified as
potential teaming members for upcoming conferences. A question was asked about
what does this mean. The intent of developing these partnerships is to give our
members and members of these organizations the ability to understand and participate
in WEF activities and specifically the activities of the RBC. The arrangements of the
teaming agreement are open to discussion and may or may not include methods of
revenue sharing or partnering costs. The actual contact needs to be first made to see if
there is an interest with that party.
Initial solicitations have shown limited to no response. It was asked of the group if there
are contacts within these organizations that the committee members may have an
individual relationship with so to make this request on a more personal level. Those
noted below are individuals whom will be contacted and those doing the contacting.

Entity Contact
Person

Entity

Committee Member

IWA
ASCE
Air & Waste Management

--

Lara Hughes

U.S. Composting Council

Stu Buckner

Todd Williams

BioCycle

Nora Goldstein

Diane Garvey

American Society of Agronomy

Nick Basta or George O‟Connor

NACWA

Tim Williams

ASME Incineration Group
Farm Bureaus
Air Quality Organizations
Soil and Water Conservation Society

Diane Garvey

Solid Waste Association of NA

Matt Higgins

Please provide contact information as the contact is made and determine if there is a
potential to develop this relationship. Greg or other members of the WEF staff will assist
with the communications once the initial contact is made and if those making the contact
would like to continue the conversation.
9.

Member Associate Specialty Conference Contracts – Greg Woodward / Susan Merther
There was not a report made due to the lack of time.

10.

Other Old Business – Greg Woodward
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There was no other old business discussed.
11.

New Business – Greg Woodward
The new business related to the involvement of the YP‟s and this was discussed earlier
in the meeting.

12.

Schedule of Next Meeting – WEF 2009 WEFTEC Specialty Conference (Orlando, FL)
The meeting date and time will be provided in the near future.
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Meeting Attendees
Name

Affiliation

Email Address

Bob Gillette

Carollo Engineers

rgillette@carollo.com

Greg Woodward

Stantec Consulting Inc

greg.woodward@stantec.com

Scott Carr

CDM

carrjs@cdm.com

Norman Cochran

WEF

ncochran@wef.org

Stephanie Jones

WEF

sjones@wef.org

Michael Moore

OCSD

mmoore@ocsd.com

Jeff LeBlanc

We Care Organics

jeffery.leblanc@wecarecompanies.com

Bob Forbes

CHZMHILL

bob.forbes@ch2m.com

Richard Tsang

CDM

tsangkr@cdm.com

Tim Woody

City of Raleigh-Public Utilities Dept.

tim.woody@ci.raleigh-nc.us

Tim Shea

CHZMHILL

tim.shea@ch2m.com

Bob Bastian

EPA

bastian.robert@epa.gov

Kari Fitzmorris

GSU

kfitzmorris@georgiasouthern.edu

Sam Hadeed

WEF

shaded@wef.org

John Willis

BC

jwillis@brwncald.com

Steve Wilson

B&C

swilson@brwncald.com

Todd Williams

CHZMHILL

todd.williams@ch2m.com

Diane Garvey

Garvey Resources

diane@garveyresources.com

Lara Hughes

WEF

lhughes@wef.org

Bob Gillette

Carollo Engineers

rqillette@carolo.com

Dave Oerke

CHZMHILL

david.oerke@ch2m.com
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